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take their exams as multiple choice questions. Each semester,
volunteer students will be randomised into one of many experimental
conditions differing in parameters such as difficulty level, feedback, and
the specific algorithms used to model memory retention and forgetting,
in order to guide optimal scheduling of retrieval practice. The results will
feed fundamental research on learning, and will be used to
progressively improve SIDES and offer students a more efficient and
evidence-based learning experience.
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DMP du projet "Improving education research and medical training
through large-scale experimentation"

1. Data description and collection or re-use of existing data

Moodle interfaces for experiments

1a. How will new data be collected or produced and/or how will existing data be re-used?

An experimental SIDESLAB module will be created, by duplicating the BNE (banque nationale d'entrainement), and adding
experimental functionalities.
Each experiment will be programmed within this module, putting students in a modified BNE environment.

1b. What data (for example the kind, formats, and volumes), will be collected or produced?

Each experiment will put students in a particular training regime, offering them to train on certain questions in a certain order or in
certain conditions, collecting data on their responses, and potentially adapting the training regime to their responses.
Experiments will be programmed in Moodle, like the BNE.
Experiments will produce Experimental data (product #3).

Workflow of data between Ontosides, experiments, and outputs

1a. How will new data be collected or produced and/or how will existing data be re-used?

A data workflow will be defined that describes data flow between Ontosides (data lake), the experimental modules, student
responses, linking with external data, and output for analysis.

1b. What data (for example the kind, formats, and volumes), will be collected or produced?

A workflow chart and specifications

Student experimental data

1a. How will new data be collected or produced and/or how will existing data be re-used?

Experimental data consists of all the data collected in the experimental module during an experiment: student responses to
questions, answers to questionnaires.
They will be linked with external data about the same students and outputted in an appropriate format for analysis.
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1b. What data (for example the kind, formats, and volumes), will be collected or produced?

Data sheets with each student action on a line, with proper identifiers for student, experiment, group, condition, timestamps,
questions, answers, score.

Student background and outcome data

1a. How will new data be collected or produced and/or how will existing data be re-used?

Data will be retrieved from the central data lake Ontosides through a user-friendly ontology-based query language (developed within
Task 3) for enabling the cognitive scientists in charge of designing the experiments to specify the data needed for computing or
learning their model, and then to extract them from OntoSIDES in the appropriate format.
Once an experiment has been launched on volunteer students, the training traces of the involved students will be injected in the
OntoSIDES archive on a regular basis (for instance each night). 
For allowing comparative experiments but also for reproducibility of experiments, it is very important to keep the provenance of the
data in OntoSIDES as actionable metadata. Data provenance must enable to distinguish, possibly for each student, the training
activities induced by a given experiment from the ones that are not related to the experiment.

1b. What data (for example the kind, formats, and volumes), will be collected or produced?

Previous learning history of participating students, grades obtained before and after the experiment will be found in the OntoSIDES
archive in which all the data and metadata are in RDF format. RDF is a standard format recommended by W3C to describe any
resource in a unified format based on triplets <subject-predicate-object> or <subject-property-value>. 
Once an experiment has been launched on volunteer students, the training traces of the involved students will be injected in the
OntoSIDES archive on a regular basis (for instance each night). 
For allowing comparative experiments but also for reproducibility of experiments, it is very important to keep the provenance of the
data in OntoSIDES as actionable metadata. Data provenance must enable to distinguish, possibly for each student, the training
activities induced by a given experiment from the ones that are not related to the experiment.

Analysis scripts of student experimental and outcome data

1a. How will new data be collected or produced and/or how will existing data be re-used?

Analysis scripts will be written to analyse the data produced in experiments.

1b. What data (for example the kind, formats, and volumes), will be collected or produced?

Analysis scripts will be written mainly in R, and stored on personal computers.

2. Documentation and data quality
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Moodle interfaces for experiments

2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
accompany the data?

Each experiment is described in a specifications document (cahier des charges).
Software produced will be documented.

2b. What data quality control measures will be used?

Each experiment will be tested by fictitious student accounts in order to ensure conformity with the specifications, and revised until
full conformity.

Workflow of data between Ontosides, experiments, and outputs

2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
accompany the data?

The specifications will be self-sufficient.

2b. What data quality control measures will be used?

The workflow will be implemented and revised if necessary.

Student experimental data

2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
accompany the data?

Template for experimental data sheet, with documentation.

2b. What data quality control measures will be used?

During pre-launch tests of an experiment, data sheets will be downloaded and their analysis will be simulated to ensure that all the
necessary data is included and that the format is appropriate.

Student background and outcome data

2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
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2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
accompany the data?

All the data are centralized within OntoSIDES in RDF and organized according to a domain-specific e-learning  ontology specialized
in Medical studies, which provides a common and structured vocabulary shared by all users (learners and teachers) involved in
medical education. 
Mappings are used to extract and transform data from other formats into RDF, and SPARQL-based extractors are used to transform
targeted RDF data  to csv files. 

2b. What data quality control measures will be used?

Ensuring that the extracted data are sound and complete for the cognitive scientists’ needs is part of Task3. The soundness of the
extraction query will be verified by the cognitive scientist through a query form making explicit the different basic components of the
query that he/she will be able to modify by relaxing and constraining some filters on the corresponding properties. To help cognitive
scientists check whether the extracted data is complete enough, we will provide the result of some statistical tests on the extracted
data.

Analysis scripts of student experimental and outcome data

2a. What metadata and documentation (for example the methodology of data collection and way of organising data) will
accompany the data?

Scripts will be fully documented.

2b. What data quality control measures will be used?

Scripts shared together with anonymised data will be downloaded from repositories and tested to check that they run correctly and
produce the same results than in the original analyses.

3. Storage and backup during the research process

Moodle interfaces for experiments

3a. How will data and metadata be stored and backed up during the research?

Experiments are stored in OntoSIDES. This database is hosted on a dedicated physical server situated in datacenter of the
univesity of Grenoble. This datacenter is compliant with the standards of physical and logical security. There is also a daily backup
of the data.
The experimental server (Moodle server) runs on a virtual machine (VM Ware). This VM is hosted on a farm of physical servers
spread over several datacenters in order to have a high level of redundancy and disponibility. This server is backed up every day

3b. How will data security and protection of sensitive data be taken care during the research
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The experimental server, OntoSIDES server and also all servers of the UNESS environnement (used for exemple for the login) are
physically protected in dedicated datacenters compliant with standards of physical security.
The network access to these servers is also controlled by firewalls. The network architecture also guarantees a high level of security
and data integrity
Data access is only allowed to users with proper roles permissions.

Workflow of data between Ontosides, experiments, and outputs

3a. How will data and metadata be stored and backed up during the research?

not applicable

3b. How will data security and protection of sensitive data be taken care during the research

not applicable

Student experimental data

3a. How will data and metadata be stored and backed up during the research?

Data and Metadata are stored in OntoSIDES. This database is hosted on a dedicated physical server situated in datacenter of the
univesity of Grenoble. This datacenter is compliant with the standards of physical and logical security. There is also a daily backup
of the data.
The experimental server (Moodle server) runs on a virtual machine (VM Ware). This VM is hosted on a farm of physical servers
spread over several datacenters in order to have a high level of redundancy and disponibility. This server is backed up every day

3b. How will data security and protection of sensitive data be taken care during the research

The experimental server, OntoSIDES server and also all servers of the UNESS environnement (used for exemple for the login) are
physically protected in dedicated datacenters compliant with standards of physical security.
The network access to these servers is also controlled by firewalls. The network architecture also guarantees a high level of security
and data integrity
Data access is only allowed to users with proper roles permissions.

Student background and outcome data

3a. How will data and metadata be stored and backed up during the research?

Data and Metadata are stored in OntoSIDES. This database is hosted on a dedicated physical server situated in datacenter of the
univesity of Grenoble. This datacenter is compliant with the standards of physical and logical security. There is also a daily backup
of the data.
The experimental server (Moodle server) runs on a virtual machine (VM Ware). This VM is hosted on a farm of physical servers
spread over several datacenters in order to have a high level of redundancy and disponibility. This server is backed up every day
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3b. How will data security and protection of sensitive data be taken care during the research

The experimental server, OntoSIDES server and also all servers of the UNESS environnement (used for exemple for the login) are
physically protected in dedicated datacenters compliant with standards of physical security.
The network access to these servers is also controlled by firewalls. The network architecture also guarantees a high level of security
and data integrity
Data access is only allowed to users with proper roles permissions.

Analysis scripts of student experimental and outcome data

3a. How will data and metadata be stored and backed up during the research?

Scripts will be backed up as part of the general back-up procedure of personal computers.

3b. How will data security and protection of sensitive data be taken care during the research

Scripts are not sensitive and the analyses involve only anonymised data.

4. Legal and ethical requirements, code of conduct

4a. If personal data are processed, how will compliance with legislation on personal data and on security be ensured?

All experiments will be subject to informed consent by research participants.
Experimental data in the experimental platform (Moodle SIDESLAB module) will be pseudonymised (student identifier in place of
name).
Once experimental data is merged with external data and exported for analysis, it will be anonymised using adapted k-anonymization 
techniques. Reinforcing their robustness to additional knowledge that attackers may have or obtain easily by the information exposed by
students about themselves through social networks is a problem that will be studied in Task3. 
Moreover all data treatments are described in the UNESS PIA. Users are informed of these treatments in the CGU (Conditions
Générales d'Utilisation) of the UNESS environment. The CGU are available in all pages of UNESS applications. UNESS has also a
DPO who manages all these questions of data protection within the UNESS activities and projects

4b. How will other legal issues, such as intellectual property rights and ownership, be managed? What legislation is
applicable?

All developments made during the project are open source. We use only open source softwares and our productions will be under open
source licences
Shared research data: CC license
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4c. What ethical issues and codes of conduct are there, and how will they be taken into account?

The general project and the experimental protocol for the 1st experiment has been approved by Comité d'éthique de la recherche Paris
Descartes on 15/10/2019.
Subsequent experiments will be submitted as extensions of the same project.

5. Data sharing and long-term preservation

5a. How and when will data be shared? Are there possible restrictions to data sharing or embargo reasons?

Experimental data will be sharable after anonymisation, i.e. removal of student identifiers, timestamps, ranks 
Sharing will typically take place only after a given experiment is finished and a first analysis has been completed, at the time of
submission of the paper (for reviewing purposes).
After publication of the paper, access will be made entirely open.

5b. How will data for preservation be selected, and where data will be preserved long-term (for example a data repository or
archive)?

One option used in psychology is Open science framework (https://osf.io/).
Another option will be to use the national federated repository for French research data under construction. 
A third option could be the Perscido research data sharing platform (https://perscido.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/) which is hosted by
University Grenoble Alpes. We will compare the different options and will choose the one with the best balance between  sovereignty
and visibility. 
 

5c. What methods or software tools are needed to access and use data?

The data are csv files that can be processed by many modules or scripts of open data analytics tools such as R. 

5d. How will the application of a unique and persistent identifier (such as a Digital Object Identifier (DOI)) to each data set be
ensured?

DOI will be provided by the repository.

6. Data management responsibilities and resources

6a. Who (for example role, position, and institution) will be responsible for data management (i.e. the data steward)?

Franck Ramus, as project coordinator.
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6b. What resources (for example financial and time) will be dedicated to data management and ensuring that data will be FAIR
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable)?

Metadata is the key for ensuring that data used and produced by the project will be FAIR. 
To ensure the traceability of data resulting from experiments, we will rely on the metadata and named graph facilities offered by
Semantic Web standards in order to associate provenance metadata to the learning traces produced within a given experiment. Each
experiment will also be assigned metadata that will point to the underlying model and the experimental setting.  
The data curation and enrichment with metadata has been planned within Task 3 of the project. 
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